1. Dimensions for the parts used to assemble the base connections are intentionally not shown. Base connections are patented, manufactured products that are in compliance with NCHRP 350 crash test criteria. The base connection details are shown on this plan only to illustrate how the parts are assembled.

2. For "H1", refer to the Sign Specification Sheet in the Contract.

3. A 2" (in) post with a 2 1/4" (in) PSST anchor or a 2 1/4" (in) post with a 2 1/2" (in) PSST anchor may be substituted. See Contract Plans.

4. Perforated square steel post shall meet the requirements of Standard Specification 9-06.

5. Use only base connection manufacturer supplied hardware that meets the requirements of Standard Specifications 9-06 and 9-28.
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